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• After The Interval Act 1 May – June 2020 

• After The Interval Act 2 June – July 2020

Culture Beyond Covid (CBC)
• CBC: Visual Arts September 2020

• CBC: Arts October-November 2020

• CBC: Heritage launching in November 2020 - open now contact Claire-Rose 
client@wewillthrive.co.uk

Benefits of CBC:
• Free audience data for your organisation to help inform your plans

• Fully supported by thrive

• Seeing the bigger NI cultural trends to help innovate and collaborate

• Support to help action the insight to make a difference

Belfast City Council Audience Panel

Keeping the dialogue going

Funded by:

mailto:client@wewillthrive.co.uk
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How was the research conducted?

The Culture Beyond Covid: Arts
survey collected more than 3400
responses across audiences for 26
organisations from across
Northern Ireland.

Survey links were created for each
organisation, and distributed through
their email and social media channels.
Responses were collected between
14th October and 11th November.

Organisations are welcome to quote data
from this survey, however we ask that you
credit the Culture Beyond Covid: Arts
survey from Thrive, funded by the Arts
Council of Northern Ireland.



Results and 
insights
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What were audiences’ thoughts and 
behaviours around culture, before Covid?
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2% 4%

25%

69%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Less than once a
year

Once a year 2 or 3 times per
year

More than 4
times per year

How often would you say that you 
engaged in cultural experiences 

before Covid?

Cultural audiences responding to our survey are very engaged, with more than two-thirds 
engaging with cultural experiences more than four times per year, before Covid

Older audiences (aged 55+) engaged more 
frequently than younger audiences, with the 
highest engagement among 65-74 year olds.

Those with children were more likely 
to engage just once a year
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2%

14%

19%

24%

28%

31%

40%

51%

57%

58%

75%

85%

86%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Other (please specify)

To satisfy a professional interest

To have something I can do with my kids

To feel like part of a community

To connect with people outside of my household

To learn something new or be challenged

Arts and culture are part of who I am

To spend time with friends/family

To experience something new or different

To be inspired or uplifted

To see a specific artist or performer

To enjoy myself

To be entertained

Are any of the following reasons why you attend or participate in 
cultural experiences? Please tick all that apply.

Most audiences attend or participate in cultural experiences to have fun or to see a specific artist/performer. 
Audiences also look to culture to be inspired, experience something new, or to spend time with loved ones.
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of audiences generally 
go to cultural 

experiences by 
themselves 8%

15%

24%

35%

64%

68%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Organised group

Parents or Grandparents

Other family

Children or grandchildren

Friends

Spouse or partner

Who do you generally attend cultural 
experiences with? 

(Please tick all that apply)

Pre-Covid, cultural experiences are often a social activity – just one quarter of audiences go to 
cultural experiences alone, while two-thirds go with a spouse/partner or friends.

26%
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“Change is the only constant in life”
- Heraclitus

Photograph of EastSide Arts Festival 2020 by Neal Campbell
10
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Since Covid started, technology has become a bigger part of people’s lives. Of the top six things 
people are doing more of since Covid started, three are tech-related

1%

7%

17%

20%

25%

27%

32%

45%

48%

49%

53%

55%

66%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

None of the above

Other (please specify)

Participating in arts or cultural activity (e.g., drawing,…

Spending time with friends/family in person

Spending time with my children

Watching videos online (e.g., YouTube)

Exercising/playing sports

Going on social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

Reading

Engaging in hobbies (e.g., baking, cooking, gardening, etc.)

Visiting outdoor areas (e.g., parks, beaches, hiking trails, etc.)

Keeping in touch with friends/family through technology…

Watching TV or a streaming service such as Netflix

Which of the following activities are you doing MORE of in your 
spare time since Covid?
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However, 
audiences want 
to continue doing 
less tech-oriented 
things

Which do you 
want to 

CONTINUE doing?

Which are you 
doing MORE of?

Visiting outdoor areas 1 3

Reading 2 5

Engaging in hobbies 3 4

Keeping in touch with friends/family through 
technology 

4 2

Watching TV or a streaming service such as 
Netflix

5 1

Ranking of top 5 activities
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What impact did Covid have on 
audiences’ attendance habits since 

lockdown eased?
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83%
have not attended 
cultural events or 
activities since 
places began to 
reopen
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What about the 17% who 
HAVE attended cultural events 

or activities?
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74%

37%
35% 34% 34%

27%

19%
17%

14%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Outdoor
spaces

Heritage
sites

Cinemas Museums Visitor
attractions

Galleries Art centres Libraries Other
(please
specify)

Which types of venues and activities have you attended 
since some organisations began to re-open? (Please tick 

all that apply)

Not surprisingly, 
most people have 
gone to outdoor 
spaces
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What’s holding people back 
from engaging with cultural 

experiences in-person?
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64%
I’m trying to avoid 

interacting with 
crowds

47%

There haven’t 
been enough 

opportunities on 
offer

28%

I’m reluctant to 
travel to cultural 

events and 
venues

21%
I haven’t really 

been looking for 
opportunities to 

attend

Additional items selected:

You mentioned that you haven’t been to any cultural events, activities or 
venues since some cultural organisations began to re-open. Why is that? 

(Please tick all that apply.) 

• I have less money to spend on cultural events than pre-Covid (8%)
• Cultural experiences aren’t a priority for me (5%)
• Other (8%)
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Are audiences booking for 
cultural experiences?
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31%

of audiences are currently 
booking for events

This is nearly double the same figure in Act 2 
of After the Interval (16%)

Yes, though not in huge numbers. Most events currently being booked are 
scheduled to take place in 2021.

5%
7%

9%

32%

47%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

October 2020 November
2020

December
2020

January -
March 2021

April 2021
onwards

When is the first event that you are 
booking for scheduled to take place?
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What about those who aren’t booking? 



40%
aren’t sure 

when they’ll 
be ready to 

book tickets

22
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1%

26%

13%

44%

16%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

None of the above

I would prefer to wait until I can go to cultural experiences in the
'usual way' again - however long that might take

I would prefer to wait until cultural places have been open for a few
months

I would consider going out to cultural experiences if I felt sufficiently
confident that the required social distancing and hygiene measures

had been put in place

I will feel comfortable going out to cultural experiences again as soon 
as the places I’d like to attend are allowed to reopen

Please tell us which of the following statements best fits how you're 
currently feeling about coming out to cultural experiences again

Just under half of non-bookers would consider going to cultural experiences if they were confident that safety 
measures were in place, while a quarter would prefer to wait until they can go in the ‘usual way’ again.
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50%

Half of audiences have engaged with culture online, with 30% having done 
so only since Covid started.

2%

18%

30%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Yes - only BEFORE Covid

Yes - before AND since Covid

Yes - only SINCE Covid

Have you engaged with any cultural 
experiences ONLINE, either before or since 

Covid?

Percent of audiences engaging 
with culture online:
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Looking at data from June-July, slightly less audiences are engaging with 
culture online

50%
55%

Percent of audiences engaging with culture online:

Key:             = Culture Beyond Covid (October-November)
= After the Interval: Act 2 (June-July)
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There is also a slight decrease in new audiences since Covid started

3%

18%

34%

2%

18%

30%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Yes - only BEFORE Covid

Yes - before AND since Covid

Yes - only SINCE Covid

Have you engaged with any cultural experiences ONLINE, either 
before or since Covid?

Key:             = Culture Beyond Covid (October-November)
= After the Interval: Act 2 (June-July)
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4%

11%

22%

22%

25%

44%

48%

79%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Other (please specify)

Bonus content (e.g., interviews with cast, or Q&As with a
curator)

A creative activity or workshop online (e.g., sang in a choir)

A virtual guided tour/visit of a museum or gallery

An interactive performance or event

An online talk or lecture

An archive recording from pre-closure

A livestream or recording of an event or activity that has
taken place since lockdown

Which of the following types of online activity have you viewed or 
participated in for pleasure since cultural venues closed? 

(Please tick all that apply)

The most popular types of online activities were passive ones that people can watch: 
livestreams/recordings of new content, an archive recording from pre-closure, or online talks 
or lectures
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8%

20%

25%

71%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Made a 'pay what you can'
contribution

Made a donation

Bought a ticket

Watched/took part for free

Which of the following have you done in relation to each of the 
digital experiences you had?

(Average across all types of online activity)

As expected, most 
people watched or 
took part online 
for free
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Bought a ticket
Made a 

donation

Made a 'pay 
what you can' 
contribution

Watched/took 
part for free

An interactive performance or event

A creative activity or workshop online 
(e.g., sang in a choir)

A livestream or recording of an event 
or activity that has taken place since 
lockdown

An online talk or lecture

An archive recording from pre-closure

Bonus content (e.g., interviews with 
cast, or Q&As with a curator)

A virtual guided tour/visit of a 
museum or gallery

Audiences were more likely to pay, make donations, or give a contribution 
for new or interactive events/activities

Key: 
= above average 

Differences in payment methods by activity, compared to the average across all activities
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Next, we wanted to understand if 
accessing culture online had a 
positive impact on audiences
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77%
Accessing arts and 

culture online helps 
me feel happier

62%
Accessing arts and 

culture online helps 
me feel less isolated

Please tell us how much you agree or disagree with each of the 
following statements below:

(% slightly and strongly agree)

Most audiences agree that accessing arts and culture online helped them to 
feel happier and less isolated
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Would audiences be interested in 
engaging with cultural experiences 

online in the future?
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21%

47%

32%

Are you interested in engaging with cultural 
experiences ONLINE in the future?

Yes

Possibly

No
4%

4%

5%

6%

7%

7%

9%

10%

18%

48%

56%

77%

Why are you NOT interested in engaging with 
cultural events online or digitally? 

8-in-10 respondents would be interested in engaging with cultural experiences online. Of 
those who aren’t interested, most cited the downside of online events: they aren’t as good as 
a live visit, or people miss the social aspects of live events.

79%

The online experience isn’t an attractive alternative 
to the LIVE visit

The online experience is more of a solo one, and I prefer to 
go out with friends/family to live events

I’m tired of staring at a screen

I’ve never really considered it

I’m not confident in using the technology required

My internet/broadband speed is poor

The sound and/or picture quality of my equipment at home 
is poor

The quality of cultural events or activities just isn’t high 
enough

There is too much going on in my life at the moment

There isn’t a good range of cultural events or activities to 
choose from

I don’t know where to look

Other (please specify)
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Are audiences willing to pay for 
cultural experiences online?
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79%
are open to 

paying for 
access to arts 

and cultural 
content online
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0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

I would still engage with and pay
for cultural experiences online

I’d still engage with cultural 
experiences online, but only for 

free content

I’d be less likely to engage with 
cultural experiences online, but I 

would still consider online 
experiences that I wouldn’t 
otherwise have a chance to 
attend or engage with live

I’d probably not engage with 
cultural experiences online at all

If you could attend live cultural events, activities, or venues in person, 
which of the following best describes how you’d feel about paying for 

cultural experiences online? 

Once people can attend cultural experiences in person, half of audiences would be less likely 
to engage with culture online, but would give it consideration if they couldn’t attend it live

17%

6%

49%

28%
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Our cultural 
spaces aren’t 

what they used 
to be – Covid has 

changed that.

They are now 
outdoor, online, 
and interactive.
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Digging deeper: 
Understanding audiences who are 

willing to pay for culture online
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Audiences who aren’t
engaging with culture online

Audiences who aren’t willing 
to pay for culture online

Audiences who are willing to 
pay for culture online

1 3

4

Audiences who are engaging 
with culture online

2
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Audiences 
who aren’t

engaging with 
culture online

Don’t write them off completely, think of family content

One of the reasons? Family is a priority.

This group is more likely to be under 55, have children, and 
engaged with culture less frequently (in person) before Covid. 
They are more likely to engage in culture for social reasons: to 
spend time with friends/family, and have something they can 

do with their kids.

1
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We need to split this audience to see 
what makes people willing to pay for culture online

Audiences 
who ARE

engaging with 
culture online

2

Why? They look to arts and culture to fill a lot of needs.

They look to be inspired/uplifted, reinforce their identity, learn 
something new/be challenged, feel part of a community, or 

satisfy a professional interest. Pre-Covid, they engaged in 
culture frequently. 

Since Covid, they are participating MORE in arts/cultural 
activity, and are more likely to have attended cultural 
experiences in-person compared to other audiences.
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Focus on how your online programming makes them FEEL –
what are the benefits? Will your online panto bring them closer as a 
family, and give them a sense of normalcy? Will your workshop help 

them battle boredom on dreary days now that we’re in another 
lockdown?

Audiences 
who are

willing to pay 
for culture 

online

3

Why? They really see the benefits of arts and 
culture, and can’t get enough.

This group is the most likely to say they engage with culture to 
be inspired or uplifted, and they really see the impact of 

culture, with 87% agreeing that accessing arts and culture 
online helps them feel happier and 72% agreeing that it helps 

them feel less lonely. Pre-Covid, they engaged with culture 
very frequently, and have also attended/booked events since 

Covid started.
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Don’t write them off – engage with them through free teaser 
content to remind them you’re still here and doing great work.

Audiences 
who aren’t 

willing to pay 
for culture 

online

4

Why? Culture online isn’t their cup of tea.

Since Covid, this group would rather go on social media and 
watch videos online, which suggests that they’re used to free 

content. While they were frequent attenders of cultural 
experiences before Covid, they just aren’t enamoured by 

online cultural content – they’re more likely to say it’s not as 
attractive as the live experience, not a social experience, and 
they are tired of staring at screens. When places reopen, they 
will likely engage online only for free, or won’t engage online 

at all.
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Audiences who aren’t
engaging with culture online

Audiences who aren’t willing 
to pay for culture online

Audiences who are willing to 
pay for culture online

1 3

4

Audiences who are engaging 
with culture online

2
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What do audiences think of 
cultural organisations now?



73% of audiences are confident that cultural organisations are 
doing everything possible to keep us safe

47 Photographs of EastSide Arts Festival 2020 by Neal Campbell



59% of audiences are confident that 
cultural organisations have kept them 

informed of their plans

48
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How can cultural organisations 
help audiences during the 

pandemic?
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Your audiences want to hear more from YOU

“Just keep everyone updated”

“Social media posting - as everyone is 
spending more time on their phones 
it would be nice to have some useful 

and inspiring content”

“Laying out clear guidelines 
before booking tickets as to 
how events will take place 
and some sort of security for 
your tickets should things 
change.”

“Communicate more about 
future plans even if they are 
subject to change”

“Communication is vital to make people 
are aware that there is always something 

happening, somewhere, in preparation 
for a return to live in-person events.”
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Audiences look to the arts to help them heal, and during the pandemic, this is no exception. 
They want the shared experience, happiness, connection with others, community spirit, and a 
welcomed escape from reality.

“Arts & culture is an important part of who we are, to have this 
available as an 'escape' at this time would be fantastic.”

“Bring happiness!! 
We need to laugh again.”

“Look at how to cheer up the country, an 
online pantomime would be good or one 

on tv.”

“Share positive stories 
and give people hope”

“Try to foster a sense of community and 
community spirit.”

“Use art to reflect life and encourage some peace and unity among 
the polarised opinions about the pandemic and slowing measures 
that are so divisive at the moment.”

“Bring joy, we miss that”

“Cultural activity provides a sense of connection, perspective, 
challenge, intellectual stimulation, beauty amongst others ... These can 

all be engendered, at least to some degree, online and many cultural 
organisations are doing so for which I am very grateful.”

“I have enjoyed listening to Ulster Orchestra members 
performing at home, uplifts the mood. 

More of live online performances would be good.”
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Discussion
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